This paper is a continuation of an effort to build an organized operator theory in H 2 (D 2 ). It studies self-commutators for certain operator pairs and defines some numerical invariants for submodules. The fringe operator, which captures much of the information of the pairs, is defined in the last section and is used to establish an equality which connects the numerical invariants to traces of the self-commutators.
INTRODUCTION Operator theory in H
2 (D) , which originated in the study of the unilateral shift operator, provides concrete models for certain non-selfadjoint operators. In H 2 (D), the shift is multiplication by the coordinate function z. On the one hand, the simplicity of this representation enables computations of many examples which facilitated the development of the theory; on the other hand, the non-triviality of the shift makes the theory rich and influential. Multivariable operator theory is growing rapidly, embracing ideas and techniques from algebra, geometry and multivariable complex analysis. However, a concrete model is still missing. The project carried out in [DY] , [Ya2] , [Ya3] ) whose structure and maturity will be comparable to that in H 2 (D) . Although this goal seems remote at this moment, some useful tools and general techniques have been discovered. After a period of reflection, we now have a better understanding of them and, as a result, have a simpler and more organized treatment of some central topics in our previous research. We will present the treatment in this paper. But the main purpose of this paper is to bring in new ingredients, namely numerical invariants and the fringe operator. This paper focuses on the restrictions R z and R w of the multiplications by z and w to submodules. Many simple properties of the fringe operator are established showing that it could be a very useful tool in the study of the pair (R z , R w ).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides background. In Section 2, self-commutators for the pair (R z , R w ), two candidates for self-commutators involving R z and R w , namely [R 
generated by polynomials, then the two candidates are Hilbert-Schmidt. In this section we generalize this result with a different and more systematic treatment.
In Section 3, two pairs of numerical invariants for submodules of H 2 (D 2 ) can be defined, based on results in Section 2 and [Ya1] . These invariants are computed in some examples, and we found a puzzling phenomenontheir difference seems to be a universal constant.
With the pair (R z , R w ) is naturally associated a single operator, which we call the fringe operator), described in Section 4. What is interesting is that the fringe operator captures much of the information about the pair. This enables us to establish a trace formula for the self-commutators mentioned in Section 2 which explains the phenomenon.
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BACKGROUND
In this paper D denotes the unit disk in the complex plane C and T denotes its boundary. 
) is a submodule if M is invariant under the module action, or equivalently, M is invariant under multiplications by both z and w (denoted by T z and T w respectively), and M is said to be z-invariant if one only has zM … M. In almost all places M will denote a submodule. 
are the orthogonal projections, then we define
and hence is a pair of commuting isometries. The pair (R z , R w ) is the primary object of our study. ). These two subspaces will be used in the definition of evaluation operators. 
If we denote H
2 (D 2 ) ı zH 2 (D 2 ) by H w and H 2 (D 2 ) ı wH 2 (D 2 ) by H z , then H w =clos{span{w j : j \ 0}}, H z =clos{span{z j : j \ 0}}.
Evaluation operator. For every
This lemma reflects the two variable nature of our setting and it will be used in Section 2 as a major tool.
Difference quotient operators. Difference quotient operators form another useful class of operators in our study. For every l ¥ D we define the difference quotient operators 
, and indeed it is restrictions of D z, l to M ı zM that play a role in this paper. For simplicity we denote the restriction also by D z, l . One sees that for every f ¥ M ı zM,
This means that for every
The following lemma is essentially a restatement of Proposition 2.1 in [Ya2] in terms of the difference quotient operators.
s c spectrum. For a bounded operator T, we define r c (T) to be the collection of those complex numbers l for which T − lI has closed range and finite dimensional kernel, and we let s c (T)=C 0 r c (T). It is easy to see that s c (T) is a subset of the essential spectrum s e (T). For a submodule we define
The set s c (M) is not an object in our study but it is a useful notion in this paper. In fact, it is the following lemma that we need. 
SELF-COMMUTATORS FOR THE PAIR
It is well known that every subnormal operator is hyponormal. Hyponormal operators have been widely studied in single operator theory. One deep result is the following Berger-Shaw theorem.
T] is of trace class and
where m is the Lebesgue measure on the plane.
Generalizations of concepts and theorems in single operator theory to operator tuples constitute a large part of multivariable operator theory. In recent years people have begun to define and study subnormal tuples and hyponormal tuples (cf. [Cu2] [Xia1][Xia2]) and have obtained many important results. However, the following question remains unanswered.
Question. Are there natural definitions of subnormal pair and selfcommutator which admit generalizations of the Berger-Shaw theorem?
Some attempts have been made to answer this question (cf. [DY] , [Ya2] ). In this paper a pair of operators (A, B) is said to be ''normal'' if A commutes with both B and B g , and restrictions of such pairs (A, B) to jointly-invariant subspaces are said to be ''subnormal.'' It is easily seen that
is a normal isometric pair, and hence (R z , R w ) on a submodule M is subnormal. [Ya2] studied two possible candidates for self-commuators of (R z , R w ) and proved that if M is a submodule in
, are Hilbert-Schmidt. In this section we will give a systematic treatment of these objects and prove a better result.
Let's first say a few words about
is the orthogonal projection from M onto M ı wM. For simplicity we let
If {f n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı zM, then . This fact will be used later in this section. We need a lemma to continue.
Proof. We first recall that q is the projection onto
Since qz=0 on zM, it suffices to check that R(l) qz is Hilbert-Schmidt on M ı zM. In fact, for every f ¥ M ı zM, by one of the remarks preceding Lemma 1.2,
. By the relation between the right evaluation on M ı wM and the characteristic operator function for S w (cf. [Ya3] ), R(l) restricted to M ı wM has closed range and finite dimensional kernel.
To prove (a) we first recall from Lemma 
and hence
By Lemma 2.2, R(l) pwqz is Hilbert-Schmidt and the corollary follows from Lemma 1.3.
For the proof of (b), we first note that by the remarks preceding Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that [R If we let Y h be the collection of l ¥ C for which h(l, w), as a function in w, vanishes at some point on the unit circle T, then by Corollary 3.5 in [Ya2] , Y h has no interior. We will show that for every
By Lemma 1.1 and the fact that R(l) wg=lR(l) g for every
Fredholm from M ı zM to H w , and this is equivalent to the inclusion l ¥ r e (S z ) by Theorem 3.1.1 in [Ya3] .
for some f that is holomorphic over D
2
. If {p n } is a sequence of polynomials such that
, and it follows that
It remains to show that L(l) has closed range with finite codimen-
Since s c is a subset of the essential spectrum, Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.4 and the arguments in the sixth section of [Ya2] It is not hard to see (cf. Lemma 3.2 in Section 3) that for every submodule M,
For simplicty we let
We will say more about S 0 and S 1 in Section 3. Here, it is convenient to obtain an inequality between the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of [S (R z , R w ) . But a weaker and more unified formulation can be given using complete anti-symmetric forms for operator tuples. The complete anti-symmetric form for an m tuple is defined to be
where S m is the symmetric group on (1, ..., m) and E(s) is the signum of the permutation s. The complete anti-symmetric form was studied in the 70's and 80's (cf. [CP] [DV] [HH] 
So a natural question is: ''Is S 0 − S 1 relatively stable?'' The answer to this question may be explored by computations in specific examples, which we will do in the next section. Then one checks that
We consider the following short sequence:
and let
The tuple (a, b) is called Fredholm if d 2 has closed range and dim(Ker(d 1 ))+dim(H 1 (H))+dim(H 2 (H)) < +.. OPERATOR THEORY IN THE HARDY SPACE The index of the tuple (a, b) is then defined by ind(a, b) := − dim(Ker(d 1 ))+dim(H 1 (H)) − dim(H 2 (H)).
We refer readers to [Cu1] 
It was also shown in [Ya1] that if M is a submodule generated by polynomials, then (R z R w ) on M is Fredholm and
Even though ind(R z R w ) is fairly stable, dim(H 2 (M)) is sensitive to what kind of functions are in M, which means that the integer pair
This somewhat general statement makes it convenient to state a corollary which follows from this example.
We assume that f(a, b)=1. Then
(D 2 ) (cf. [KP] ) and it follows that
If we define
then it is not hard to see that H (a, b) is closed. We now show that
Let g= An analytic pair of numerical invariants comes out of the work in Section 2. We recall that for a submodule M,
We will simply write S 0 and S 1 respectively when no confusion can occur.
The following lemma enables us to calculate S 0 and S 1 in some examples.
Lemma 3.2. If {k n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı zM and {f n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı wM, then
It is easy to see from the definition that both S 0 and S 1 are independent of the choice of orthnormal bases.
The following proposition follows easily from Lemma 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. If M and N are equivalent, then
Proof. We asssume that {k n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı zM and {f n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı wM. If U is a unitary module map from M to N, then {Uk n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for N ı zN and {Uf n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for N ı wN, and the corollary follows from Lemma 3.2. L
We now compute S 0 and S 1 in some examples.
is an orthonormal basis of M ı zM and {z n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis of M ı wM, and it is easy to compute that S 0 =1 and S 1 =0.
and let k 0 =f 0 = z − w 2 . With some hard computations one can verify that {k n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı zM and {f n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı wM, and one also computes that S 0 =p 2 /6 and S 1 =p 2 /6 − 1.
) that have a zero of order greater than or equal to n at (0, a n )= (0, 1 − n
of infinite rank by Rudin [Ru, . Since the Blaschke product Do1] and [DY] ) and hence S 0 and S 1 are finite by Theorem 2.3. Computations show that
OPERATOR THEORY IN THE HARDY SPACE
The submodules in the three examples are of different types. The first two both have rank 1, but they are not equivalent. The third one has infinite rank. Yet one observes that in all three examples tr[R
, and this phenomenon occurs in many other examples. So S 0 − S 1 is indeed fairly stable. This answers the question raised at the end of section 2 in the affirmative.
So far we have looked at two pairs of numerical invariants for submodules, namely (dimH 1 , dimH 2 ) and (S 0 , S 1 ). The following proposition displays a relation between them.
Lemma 3.2 suggests that many other similar non-negative numbers can be associated to a submodule in H 2 (D 2 ), indeed, if we let One common feature of the two sequence is that they are both decreasing and we have good reasons to believe this is a general fact.
Conjecture. {S k (M): k \ 0} is a decreasing sequence for every submodule M.
A unified invariant for M can be given by the formal power series
The following theorem suggests that p M (t) may be a very interesting object to study. ) should exhibit fewer properties that are of a two-variable nature, in other words, the properties of (T 1 , T 2 ) should be traced back to those of a single operator. For example, the properties of (T, T 2 ) are determined by T. In the study of operator pairs, a deep question is: ''For an arbitrary commuting operator pair (T 1 , T 2 ), is there a single operator, say F, naturally associated with it, which captures most of the information concerning us about (T 1 , T 2 )?''.
In this section we take a look at the problem for the pair (R z , R w ). We are concerned with its index and the traces of its self-commutators, which were studied in Section 2. Since (R z , R w ) is ''very two-variable'' in nature, the study may shed light on what to expect in general.
For a submodule M, the quotient M ı zM is a wandering subspace for z meaning that z i (M ı zM) is orthogonal to z j (M ı zM) when i and j are different nonnegative integers, and it is easy to see that
This decomposition of M reduces the study of (R z , R w ) to the study of the compression of R w to M ı zM. Based on this idea, we define what we call the fringe operator on M ı zM by
One verifies that the adjoint F g z is p z w acting on M ı zM. The operator F w on M ı wM can be similarly defined. Since F z and F w display parallel properties, we will make a study of F z only, and for convenience we write F instead of F z .
It is not hard to see that the fringe operator is uniquely determined by the submodule M in the sense that if two submodules are unitarily equivalent then the fringe operators on the respective submodules are unitarily equivalent. But the following question remains to be studied.
Question. If two submodules have unitarily equivalent fringe operators, are the two submodules unitarily equivalent?
This question is suggested by some of the following results about the fringe operator.
We begin our study of the fringe operator by first listing some of its elementary properties. So range(F − l) … (zM+(w − l) M) ı zM, which is proper in M ı zM, and ker (F − l) g =M ı (zM+(w − l) M). This observation together with the fact that F is a contraction yields the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.2. s(F)=D .
This corollary has important implications which we will mention near the end of this paper. The following corollary also follows immediately from Proposition 4.1. The closedness of zM+wM is worth studying for many reasons. So far we haven't found any submodule M for which zM+wM is not closed, but we have been unable to prove zM+wM is always closed. Proof. If {k n : n \ 0} is an orthonormal basis for M ı zM, then by Proposition 4.5.
Similarly,
Corollary 4.13. F is reflexive.
It is not clear to us what implication this fact has about the pair (R z , R w ).
As manifested in this section, the fringe operator is able to capture a great deal of the information about (R z , R w ). Even though the pair (R z , R w ) seems very special, the definition of the fringe operator carries over to any commuting pair of isometries. Moreover, since every pair of commuting contractions has an isometric dilation (cf. [An] [SF]), the study of the fringe operator for (R z , R w ) indeed could be more generally applicable, something that awaits further study.
